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   he election of Yoon Suk-yeol as the new president of the Republic of Korea (ROK) is expected to catalyze a
seismic geopolitical shift in South Korea’s foreign policy. The policies of outgoing president Moon Jae-in were
widely viewed as leaning toward China. Yoon is expected to align the ROK more closely with Joe Biden’s

proposed Indo-Pacific strategy.
Specifically, he plans to join the Quad multilateral regional cooperative initiative in phases, starting with
its working groups on vaccine, climate change, and emerging technologies. Under Yoon, South Korea can be
expected to repair ties with Japan by implementing a “future-oriented” diplomacy and reinstituting an annual
shuttle diplomacy between the two countries. He is also expected to take part in trilateral security coordination
with the United States and Japan, including the formulation of trilateral economic and security dialogues at the
ministerial level.
The joint statement that Presidents Moon and Biden signed in May 2021 called for a “comprehensive partnership”
between the ROK and the United States. Yoon will take steps to actualize this partnership by expanding the securityfocused alliance to include economic and values-based dimensions. Specifically, he has pledged to cooperate with
the United States on the “development of cutting-edge semiconductors, batteries, cyber-tools, space travel, nuclear
energy, pharmaceuticals, and green technologies” and has said he would host a future gathering of Biden’s Summit
for Democracy in Seoul.
Yoon’s primary foreign policy challenge will be China. His near 180-degree recalibration of South Korea’s
foreign policy is bound to bristle Beijing, which is Seoul’s largest trading partner. China has previously weaponized
this trade dependence when retaliating against South Korea over its decision to host the advanced U.S.-missile
battery system, called Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD).
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